A Newsmax Undercover Report . . .

Are You Ready for the Largest Tax Hike in America's History?

This Internet Broadcast Will Feature Bill O'Reilly and What He Is Doing to Prepare

Plus, Newsmax's Esteemed Millionaire Accountant and Investment Adviser Bill Sperlini Will Expose Safe and Profitable Steps You Can Take Right Now to Protect Yourself From the IRS' Multibillion-Dollar Tax Onslaught!

Attendance for This Internet Broadcast is 100% Free. Reserve Your Space Below!

Dear Newsmax Reader,

We've decided to share some... (text cut off)

You are about to be shocked by a vote from the IRS.

And you should heed this warning and prepare yourself accordingly.

To pay down our massive federal deficit, President Obama is going to come calling, for what he believes is your portion of our $15 trillion national debt.

In fact, as we stand now in his eyes, you are responsible for more than $119,000 (that's exactly how much each citizen owes, according to my sources).

So you are going to be slapped with new Medicare taxes, cap and trade, and a value-added tax.

And President Obama is just getting started.

I want to explain how the tax cuts expire, tens of millions of Americans will feel a direct impact to their retirement savings.

And that's just on the federal level.

Individual states also want an even bigger piece of your income. In fact, 33 states have already raised taxes while cutting services. And soon the real pain will follow.

You need sound advice in these days of extortion from on- - taxation.

Find Out How Bill O'Reilly Is Preparing!

Also, Discover What Bill Sperlini Recommends That You Do During the Coming Tax Hike to Profit!

As you may recall, on June 17, Newsmax hosted an Economic Crisis Summit. An esteemed panel led by Fox News' Bill O'Reilly and Dick Morris, alongside legendary investor Jim Rogers, gathered to discuss the deflation, inflation, and higher taxes.

Hundreds of thousands of concerned Americans tuned in to find actionable solutions they could take to preserve themselves and their wealth.

The feedback was incredible. We were flooded with thousands of e-mails from ordinary Americans.

And although they thanked us for organizing this powerful event, we realized that many still needed more answers for the upcoming tax hikes.

So we are going to continue this important discussion.

This Economic Crisis Summit Follow-Up Briefing reveals seven- seen footage of Bill O'Reilly explaining what he is doing right now to prepare.

Joining him in the discussion will be Newsmax Financial Brain Trust member and acclaimed accountant Bill Sperlini.

Bill has made millions for himself and his clients as an investor. He's keen understanding of tax loopholes has allowed him and those who follow him to keep more of the money that rightfully theirs.

Together, they will give you a clear picture of what to expect from these tax hikes . . . ultra-low, yet profitable, investing tips on how you can actually make a great deal of tax-free income every year.

You can watch this internet broadcast next week (actual date to be determined). You will need to RSVP to see this airing.

And Attendance is 100% Free.

To be notified when it goes live, simply click here to reserve your seat at this critical online event.

I look forward to you joining Bill O'Reilly and Bill Sperlini for the Economic Crisis Summit Follow-Up Briefing.

If you are concerned about over-taxation threatening your wealth, and if you are looking for ways to increase your wealth, I suggest you RSVP to this 100% free online broadcast now!

To Your Success,

Aaron Delking
Financial Publisher
Newsmax and Moneynews

P.S.: The only way to guarantee you can view a private airing of this broadcast is to RSVP today. We are still in the process of putting together this powerful event together and it goes live next week. I want to ensure you are in attendance.

So reserve your 100% free spot here!